Local Universe observations find a value of the Hubble constant H0 that is larger than the value inferred from the Cosmic Microwave Background and other early Universe measurements, assuming known physics and the ΛCDM cosmological model. We show that additional radiation in active neutrinos produced just before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis by an unstable sterile neutrino with mass ms = O(10) MeV can alleviate this discrepancy. The necessary masses and couplings of the sterile neutrino, assuming it mixes primarily with ντ and/or νµ neutrinos, are within reach of SuperKamiokande as well as upcoming laboratory experiments such as NA62.
The standard ΛCDM cosmological model, in which the cosmological expansion is dominated by dark energy (a cosmological constant) and cold dark matter, has had multiple triumphs in explaining cosmological observations. However, several discrepancies have persisted. The most notorious is the difference between the values of the Hubble constant H 0 , which parametrizes the expansion rate of the Universe, as measured locally and those inferred from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) measurements.
Precise measurement of the Hubble constant provides essential information about the cosmological energy content and could further reveal significant new features related to fundamental physics [1] . Multiple independent measurements of the Hubble constant in the local Universe (e.g. from Cepheids and Type-Ia supernovae), which are nearly independent of the cosmological expansion history, lead to a value H 0 = 74.03 ±1.42 km s −1 Mpc −1 [2] . In contrast, the value inferred from Planck satellite CMB data and Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) data, assuming that the standard ΛCDM cosmological model describes the expansion history since recombination,is H 0 = 67.66 ± 0.42 km s −1 Mpc −1 [3] . The discrepancy is significant at the ∼ 4.4σ level. Underestimation of systematic effects does not seem responsible for this discrepancy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This substantiates a possible cosmological origin of the tension in the H 0 measurements.
Proposed modifications of the standard cosmological model to explain the H 0 discrepancy alter either the late time Universe or the early pre-CMB emission cosmology. Among the many proposals considered to resolve the H 0 tension are those based on vacuum phase transitions [10] , an early period of dark energy domination [11] , a timedependent dark energy with negative values [12] , holographic dark energy [13, 14] , quintessence [15] , a charged dark matter sector [16] , acoustic dark matter [17] , canni- * gelmini@physics.ucla.edu † kusenko@ucla.edu ‡ vtakhist@physics.ucla.edu bal dark matter [18] , axions [19] , interacting dark matter [20] [21] [22] [23] , decaying dark matter [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and sterile neutrinos [29, 31] .
The solution we pursue here is based on changing the amount of the radiation consisting of active neutrinos during the time of production of the CMB. It has been found that an extra contribution of ∆N eff = +0.4 [32] (see also [33] ) to the effective number N eff of relativistic neutrino species or other particles not coupled to photons, generically called "dark radiation", to the content of the Universe during the decoupling epoch alleviates the tension. In the standard cosmology only three active neutrino species contribute to this type of radiation and N eff = 3.046 [34] . At temperatures T < 1 MeV, after e + e − annihilation, N eff is defined as
and ∆N eff = N eff − 3.046.
In this work we show that a sterile neutrino, with mass m s O(30) MeV decaying just before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) can produce the desired increase in N eff to resolve the H 0 discrepancy. This is different from the earlier proposals based on decaying dark matter [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and sterile neutrinos [29, 31] in that the decaying particle is a heavy sterile neutrino, and the decay products that contribute to radiation are standard neutrinos, not some exotic particles. Our scenario is compatible with all experimental limits if the sterile neutrino couples primarily to either ν µ or ν τ active neutrinos.
Sterile or right-handed neutrinos are an essential part of the seesaw mechanism [45] [46] [47] [48] that generates small masses for active neutrinos. While the original seesaw mechanism invoked a large-scale mass, there are models in which a low mass scale is generated naturally [49] . Let us consider a sterile neutrino ν s with a mass m s , which couples to the Standard Model particles only through its mixing sin θ with an active neutrino ν a (a = e, µ, τ ). Sterile neutrinos can be in equilibrium while they are relativistic if, at some early time, their production rate Γ s is larger than the expansion rate of the Universe H(T ), 
Requiring that the temperature T > m s , one obtains
We will consider sterile neutrinos that satisfy this condition, and which are in thermal equilibrium while they are relativistic. They become non-relativistic and decay after the active neutrinos have decoupled, shortly before the beginning of BBN, at temperatures T 1 MeV and time t 1 s.
The effect of these sterile neutrinos on BBN has been studied in detail for sterile neutrino masses below the pion mass, i.e. m s < 135 MeV (e.g. see Ref. [43, 44] and references therein). These sterile neutrinos decay primarily into active neutrinos via the ν s → 3ν a channel, with a branching ratio of 2/3. They also decay through ν s → ν a e + e − with a branching ratio of 1/3 as well as radiatively, via ν s → ν a γ, with a suppressed branching ratio of O(10 −2 ) (see e.g. Ref. [50, 51] ). The corresponding lifetime τ s of these sterile neutrinos is
The heavy unstable neutrinos with m s O(10) MeV that decay shortly prior to BBN lead to an increased production of 4 He, because their decay products increase the energy density and thus speed up the expansion rate of the Universe. In turn, this results in an earlier freezeout of the neutron to proton, n/p, ratio. In addition, electron neutrinos produced in the decay enter directly into the p − n reactions and the small amount of e + e − pairs produced change slightly the temperature of the photons, also affecting BBN.
In Fig. 1 we display the red/blue bands in the sterile neutrino mass and mixing (m s , sin 2 θ) parameter space in which ∆N eff can be between 0.2 and 1 obtained in the analysis of Ref. [43] (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [43] ). The bands are narrow and the value we are interested in, ∆N eff = 0.4 is somewhere in the middle of it. The red/blue bands are shown overlapped with current limits, as well as projected sensitivities of planned experiments, assuming mixing of ν s exclusively with either ν e , or ν µ or ν τ , in the panels from left to right, respectively. We note that pion decay searches [35] [36] [37] already reject sterile neutrinos mixing primarily with ν e in the desired region of the parameter space. We indicate in red the portions of the bands in which the more recent analysis of Ref. [44] finds that ∆N eff ≥ 0.2 is compatible with the upper limit of Y p < 0.264 on the primordial 4 He abundance (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [44] ). The parameter space region of interest is within the expected reach of the Super-Kamiokande experiment [42] as well as upcoming laboratory experiments, such as NA62 [41] .
Each band of ∆N eff = 0.2 − 1.0 in Fig. 1 (taken from Ref. [43] ) implies a band in the sterile neutrino lifetime as a function of m s (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [43] ) that falls within the lifetime band displayed in Fig 2  of Ref. [44] corresponding to the values of Y p in the range of 0.250-0.264 (and follows the Y p = 0.250 line for m s < 60 MeV). This shows that results of Ref. [44] and Ref. [43] are consistent 1 . The above mentioned range of Y p , employed in Ref. [44] , is similar to the 2σ range, 0.2507 < Y p < 0.2595, given more recently in Ref. [52] . This measurement is somewhat higher than other recent results, as discussed in the BBN review of the Particle Data Group (PDG) [53] . An additional comment is in order regarding the primordial deuterium abundance, as employed in the analysis of Ref. [44] . The 3σ range used in Ref. [44] , D/H = (2.2 − 3.5) × 10 −5 , is more generous than the 3σ interval adopted by Particle Data Group PDG [53] , D/H = (2.488 − 2.650) × 10 −5 , but it is within the allowed range of values inferred from recent measurements (see e.g. Table 5 of Ref. [54] ). Comparing the two panels of the Fig. 3 4 He and D primordial abundances and allowing for just a change in N eff and the baryon to photon ratio η found that 2.3 < N eff < 3.4 is allowed [53, 55] .
A simple estimate of the freeze-out temperature T f.o. } in their abundance is not negligible but it is not very small. This suppression factor allows to explain why the sterile neutrinos with masses in the 10's of MeV, can decay after the active neutrinos decouple, at T decay < 3 MeV, i.e. with m s T decay , and still produce ∆N eff < 1. This is important because most of the energy produced in the sterile neutrino decays is deposited into the active neutrino sector, except for the small ( 10%) amount going into e + e − and γ's. Thus there is very little entropy dilution of the active neutrino contribution to the density of the Universe.
In order to interact with the surrounding particles, the active neutrinos produced in sterile neutrino decays should have an energy E a larger than a re-thermalization energy value E rt . This value can be estimated using the cross-section σ a G 2 F E a T . At the moment of decay, assumed to be instantaneous for simplicity, the decay rate equals the expansion rate, H(T decay ) = Γ decay . The rethermalization energy at decay, E rt d , is such that
Using the ν s → 3ν a channel decay rate (and g * = 10 for the relativistic number of degrees of freedom) we obtain
The characteristic energy of the active neutrino decay products at the time of decay is a fraction of the parent sterile neutrino mass, ∼ m s /3. This initial energy is smaller than the energy necessary for re-thermalization at decay, i.e. m s /3 < E rt d , for
Is is straightforward to demonstrate that, as the temperature decreases after the decay, for T < T decay , the thermalization energy increases as
On the other hand, the active neutrino decay product energy redshifts, E a = (m s /3)(T /T decay ). Thus, if the active neutrino does not thermalize at decay, m s /3 < E rt d , it will not thermalize at any later time, E a (T ) < E rt (T ). Since the condition on sin 2 θ derived above is satisfied by the sterile neutrinos in the parameter space of interest, practically all the energy in their decays goes into active neutrinos which are hotter than the standard relic active neutrinos.
The above considerations open a possible way to distinctly probe our scenario in future observations. Relic neutrinos act as radiation while they are relativistic, but they turn into cold dark matter after the expansion of the universe makes them non-relativistic. The co-moving free-streaming length of neutrinos increases while they are relativistic, then decreases, so that the co-moving wave number passes through a minimum k ν . If neutrinos account for fraction f ν = Ω ν /Ω m of matter, the free streaming of neutrinos suppresses the small-scale matter power spectrum P (k) on scales k > k ν by a factor
2 , which can be observable [56] . In our case, an additional non-thermal higher-energy component of neutrinos is contributed by the decay of the sterile neutrinos. This increases the fraction f ν . Furthermore, the additional population introduces a new scalek ν < k ν which corresponds to the (longer length) scale at which the additional neutrinos become non-relativistic. Therefore, the expected suppression in P (k) should be slightly stronger overall, and it should occur in two steps, starting with longer length scales. This is a small, but potentially observable effect that can be used to confirm or rule out our scenario.
We briefly comment on sterile neutrinos heavier than the pion masses, m s 135 MeV, which decay mostly into final states containing pions. While π 0 decays cause significant entropy dilution of the standard active neutrino background, for sterile neutrinos above the charged pion rest mass, m s 140 MeV, sterile neutrino decay production of charged pions increases the active neutrino energy density. Hence, the desired ∆N eff = 0.4 to resolve the H 0 tension is also feasible, for example in parameter space region of 150 MeV < m s < 350 MeV and 2 × 10 −13 < sin 2 θ < 2 × 10 −11 [50] . As remarked in Ref. [50] , these sterile neutrinos could create an intermittent matter-dominated era and decay during the BBN epoch. This would result in a non-standard nucleosynthesis scenario, the study of which is beyond the scope of the present work.
In summary, we have shown that sterile neutrinos coupling to the Standard Model particles only through their mixing with active neutrinos, and decaying into regular Standard Model particles just before BBN, can alleviate the tension arising between the local and the early Universe measurements of the Hubble constant. The decays of the sterile neutrinos create a dark radiation in the form of active neutrinos which are hotter than the standard neutrino background. This results in an increase in the effective number of relativistic neutrino species during the CMB emission epoch.
In particular, we find that sterile neutrinos with masses m s = O(30) MeV and mixing angles sin 2 θ > 10 −5 in the narrow bands shown in Fig. 1 , that couple primarily to ν µ or ν τ active neutrinos, are compatible with BBN limits, can increase N eff by ∆N eff 0.4 and can be probed in Super-Kamiokande as well as upcoming laboratory experiments, such as NA62.
